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 It has been 50 days since farmers protest at Delhi borders is going on. Opposition to the three 

farm laws brought by the central government is becoming nationwide. Farmers are strict on 

their demand for repealing all the three laws and legal right of the MSP.  Despite many efforts 

of the government and anti-social elements, we want to tell that without these demands the 

farmers will not withdraw their strike. 

The festival of Lohri is being celebrated by burning the copies of three farm laws, at all the 

borders of Delhi and the protest site across the world.  All the farmers' leaders on the Singhu 

border participated in this program and challenged this government by remembering Dulla 

Bhatti. 

Police personals are constantly harassing farmers on the Jaipur Delhi Highway. It is the 

fundamental right of the farmers to demonstrate peacefully for their right cause. The Samyukta 

Kisan Morcha appeals to the police for cooperating with the farmers on the arrangements. 

During the Supreme Court hearing, it was said "Why are women in this strike? Why are women 

and elders "kept" in this strike? They should be asked to go home". The Samyukta Kisan Morcha 

condemns such statements.  The contribution of women in agriculture is incomparable and this 

movement is also a movement of women.  It is shameful that women's agency is being 

questioned. We strongly condemn this. 

Farmers are protesting at many places of Madhya Pradesh including Bhind and Guna. Farmers 

are also demonstrating in Maharashtra, Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and 

Karnataka. The farmers of Bihar, which have already faced the results of the open market in the 

agriculture sector, have been protesting against these laws since the beginning. 

This signifies the insensitivity of the government that farmers are dying on the borders of Delhi 

and the other sites of protests in the country.  The government's disregard for this undoubtedly 

exposes their inhuman faces.  Also, the news of the martyred farmers of all the protest sites is 

not reaching at the national and international platforms. Some dedicated volunteers of this 

movement compiled the facts and all the pieces of information.  Sadly this figure has reached 

120.  These are not just the numbers. The separation of all these lives from us is undoubtedly a 

big loss to all of us, but the government is still so insensitive that it is not taking up this issue 

seriously. 

 



Details of those who died in this movement are available at this link which will be updated 

every day. 

- https://humancostoffarmersprotest.blogspot.com/2020/12/list-of-deaths-in-farmers-protest-

at.html 
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